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A Storm God?

In the Old Testament God is sometimes depicted as coming in a storm. Psalm 29 has a bold por-
trayal of Yahweh as a storm God.  In this Psalm the thunder of the storm is the voice of God.  at 
voice is so powerful it causes ocean waters to rage, the mighty cedar trees of Lebanon to break and 
forests to be stripped bare.  God’s thundering voice also causes lightning to appear as flashes of con-
suming fire.  God’s voice can be a devastating power on Earth; in response the beings in the heav-
enly temple above respond with their own ‘gloria’!

Are we as Christians today, expected to view storms in the same way?  Is God coming to destroy, to 
demonstrate power, to punish or to intimidate mortals?  Are hurricanes, tornadoes or tsunamis ex-
pressions of God’s very nature as a mighty storm God?  Or does the message of the Gospel give us a 
new insight into the nature of God’s presence?  Does Christ stilling the storm point to a different 
way of relating God and storms?

Clearly storms are integral to the weather patterns of our planet, even if global warming and other 
factors may have intensified the impact of these storms.  And we need to learn to live in a way that 
takes into account the natural forces around us. Certainly the residents of Canterbury have found 
that the natural forces they have lived with for a long time do not necessarily follow the same stable 
patterns of wind strength and flash flooding all the time. Is this God’s doing? I don’t think we see it 
that way any more.

So how do we come at this? I think the God revealed to us through Christ in the cross is not first 
and foremost a God of thundering power and might. e God incarnate in Jesus Christ does not 
come to blast away the evils of Earth with hurricanes and tornadoes. is God does not come down 
from the cross the strike the taunting crowd with lightning.

Instead, the God we know in Jesus Christ, is ready to suffer with and for humankind.  is God is 
with the victims of the storm rather than riding the winds.  is God suffers with mothers in a tsu-
nami and with fathers in a hurricane.  Our God is a suffering companion not a storm king.

en God Discovers Wisdom. is passage in Job 28 is rarely read in church, yet it speaks of one of 
the most amazing truths in the Bible: how God discovered wisdom! It explores the ancient ques-
tion: Where can wisdom be found? It seems, no humans can find it below, no eagles can spy it from 
above, no amount of gold can buy it.  It is elusive and mysterious. Even Abaddon (destruction) and 
Death know about it only by rumour.

Job in his speech sees that God, however, did discover wisdom. Like a good sage, the scientist of old, 
God undertook a close observation of everything on Earth, everything beneath the skies above.  He 
scrutinised and analysed the natural world in search of wisdom. (28.24) Job observed how four 
things were designed by God: the wind, the waters, the rain and the lightning.  Together these four 
elements suggest a storm.  God’s observation, however, is not simply the presence of these elements. 
Rather, God analyses their design and construction. e wind is weighed, the volume of the waters 
determined, rules for the rain established and the ‘way’ of lightning recognised. 
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In the very construction of the ‘way’ or design of each of these elements of the storm, God ‘sees’ wis-
dom, discovers its presence, uncovers its place.  So the place of wisdom is not in one location.  Wis-
dom is that inner dimension of all things that gives them their very nature, the underlying design of 
things, the hidden impulse that both governs and controls even the elements of a storm.

God is here portrayed as the model sage, the scientist of old, who searches, discovers and then re-
turns to re-search the very wonder that has been uncovered.  And if humans wish to discover wis-
dom in the world, God’s way of operating offers a genuine model to follow.

Of course, the image of someone trying to weigh the wind or measure the volume of the ocean sug-
gests just how elusive and mysterious wisdom really is.  e ‘fear of the Lord’ is ultimately following 
the way of God in the search to find wisdom as a governing impulse deep within this creation. Per-
haps then knowing Christ, Christ linked through the Logos image of John with the ancient figure 
of Hokmah or Sophia, is to know that wisdom revealed in the mystery of the incarnation, the elu-
sive wisdom seen by us all, not only by God.

However, I think it is that “fear of the Lord” that links us to this story of Stilling the Storm in Luke. 
e story of Jesus stilling the storm is well known to us.   Jesus is fast asleep in the boat as they 
travel across a lake to the other side and apparently unaware of the conditions on the lake. A wind-
storm threatens to fill the boat with water, a crisis that the disciples who were fisherman would have 
experienced before.

Jesus wakes up, rebukes the storm and chides the disciples for their lack of faith!

It is traditional to read this story as an example of Jesus’ miraculous power, his capacity not only to 
heal the sick, but also to intervene in the course of nature. Here he controls a storm that terrifies the 
disciples.

It is also possible to read this narrative in the light of the wisdom theme we’ve looked at earlier.  
Reading it this way, Jesus is not so much exhibiting an extraordinary power play, as connecting with 
the wisdom in the storm, the inner impulse that governs the storm.  Jesus, like God in Job 28, sees 
the wisdom in the storm and knows how to move that wisdom to produce calm.  Jesus is in tune 
with nature and in tune with wisdom.

Jesus nowhere provokes a storm; he calms a stormy sea.  Jesus nowhere uses a hurricane to punish 
the wicked.  Jesus heals rather than curses, he casts out demons rather than imposing plagues.  Jesus’ 
role is to heal both lives and creation.

Amid our current ecological crises, the God we know in Christ summons us to calm climate storms 
created by humans, to heal creatures crushed by human greed and to cast out the demons of nuclear, 
heavy metal and noxious gas pollution. It is not just knowledge we need but the wisdom to utilise 
that knowledge so that in the words of John in Revelation we are the leaves that become the healing 
of the nations in the new heaven and new earth. We believe that the risen Jesus is the Christ at the 
core of creation reconciling all things to God, renewing all creation and filling the cosmos. We be-
lieve the Spirit renews life in creation groans in empathy with a suffering creation, and waits with us 
for the rebirth of creation. And we believe that with Christ we will rise and with Christ we will 
celebrate the new creation.

e Word of Jesus is among us

Hear that word
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